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ABSThACr

Theoretical arguments for the preeminence of liberal, outward-oriented trade policies over
restictive, inwvard-oented ones are now widely acceped in the economic literaturo. Traditonally, these
arment for the gains from trade rested on the concept of allocative efficiency. Yet another case in
favor of more libeal trade has recendy emerged in teas of incs tecical efficiency or productvity.
The best known attempts to link trade policy and productivt are based on 'X-fflcincy', -4onomies of
scale, capacity utilizadon, incsed competition, and technological catch-up.

lis study estimates total cor productvity (P) at the firm level using panel data from the
Moroc ; industri cenSU8 In a producdon fncion framework during the period of trade liberaization
(1984-1989). Several problems which usually bias the esdmation of prouctivy were corrcted for. (1)
the use of panel data allowed to take the heterogeneity across firmS io account; (2) these firm-specific

fect were tested for radomnes (3) differces between lage firms and smal firm wer checked,
and (4) measurement errors in capital stocc that are so common in data from developing counies, and
simultaneity bias due to the endogeneity of fator inputs or to the fact that managers have some
knw.wledge about the noise in the production fucion were corrected for.

The study then esmas the effect of various trade and market structure variables on the level
Of TFP, as well as on the deviation of fim TFP from the efficiency ftier. The esult are not very
sensitive to the diferet measurs of TPP and show a significant positive efect of trade opemess on the
fim productivity in three forms: (I) through outward orientation from export promotion, (2) through
import liberaization, and (3) through more direct foreign investment. By spliting the sample Into
proteUed and unprotected sectors, the results show a lower productivity in protected sectr.

The implications of these results are clear: trade libeaization in Morocco has been beneficial to
the m in sector since it had a positive effect on the productivity of the firm, meaning that they
are better able to compete with foreign firms and to exploit their comparafive advantage.
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RESWA s

Les arguments th1oriques ncEs pour fWire valoir la supEriot des politiques
commerciales liberales ouveres sur l'Erier par rapport an politiques restrictives tour deu ves
J'itriour sow; maintnant largement acceptEs dans les ehides economiques. Ces explicLdons des
gains produits par les Ecages s'appuient de longue date sur le concept de lefficacitd de I'allocation
des ressources. Or, un autre argume en favou d'un commerce plus liba est rcemment apparu,
qui s'appuio sur P'accroissement de l'efficaclt te que ou de la productivit. Les effits les plus
notoires dployds pour zablir un relation entre a politque commercle at la producWvitd reposeut
sur les concepts de l'efficience X, des dconomies d'echelle, de l'utllsation des caacit6s, d'une
intensification de la concumnce et sur b n6cesitd de rester la pointe des progrha do la techuaologe.

Ls presentm etude estime la productivitE totao des facteurs au nivae de l'entropso en
introduisant les donnEes individuelles temporelles produites par le rocensement industriel rEaisE au
Maroc dans une Dnction de production Eablie pour la pdriode de lib sation des Echanges
(1984-1989). Des mesures ont et6 prises pour vter plusieurs problmes qui out habituellomontpour
eaft de famsser les esimations de la producdtvi; c'est ainsi que: 1) J'utillsation de doands
individuelles temporelles a permis de prendre en *ompte l'hEtErogenEite des diflentes enrpries,
2) il a 6 procdde I un test pour etablir to caracte aldatoire des effet spdcifiques aux enhrpris,
3) les diffErences entre les grandes enurprises at les petits ont Ete vifEes, et 4) des corrctdons out
Ez effectues pour prendre en compte, d'une part les ereurs d'Eluation du stock de capital qui sont
tres souvent constatEes dans les dondos des pays en developpement et, d'autre part, le biais de
simultaneS d I la nature endogne des fiacou de production ou au fait que les Equipes de direction
oat une cetame connaissance des Imprfecto dont soufre la fouction de production.

L'Etude estime ensuite l'effet de diveses variables qui definissent la sure des
Echnges 0t des marches sur lo niveau do la productivit ttale des facteurs ainsi que sur 1'cart entre
la productivite tote des fctus de l'enleprise ta fontire d'efficience. Les rsultats ne sont
gu,tre sensibles aux diffentes mesures de la productivitd totalse des f&teurs et montrn que
J'ouverr du commerce a un offet positif signficatif su la productivite des enureprises, qui se
manifeste sous troi formes: 1) par 'orientation des actvitEs von I'extieur qui dEcoule de la
promotion des exporttions, 2) par h libErasation des Importation, e 3) par un des
invesdiss_mts directs Etrangers. Lorsque l'ehautillon est scinde an secteurs probtg et non
protEgEs, les rEsultats rdvMent une plus faible productivPt dans les sectsm pwrtgEs.

Les conclusions qui peuvent etre tirdes de ces r6sultats sont idents : la libdralisation
du commerce du Maroc a dEe bdndfique pour Je secteur m er m ain car il a eu un afet
positif sur la productivitd des entreprises, qui sout aujourd'hui mieux I memo de rivaliser avoc les
entreprises Etrangbres et d'exploiter leur avaage comparatif.
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L INTRODUCTION

Iheoretical argument for the preeminence of liberal, outward-orievted trade policies over

restrictive, iward-oriented ones are now widely accepted in the economic literature. Traditonally, these

arguments for the gains from trade rested on the concept of allocative efficiency, whereby an open

economy is more likely to allocate Its tesources In areas where it has a comparative advantage. Yet

aother case in favor of more liberal trade has recently emerged in terms of increased technical efficiency

or productivity. The best known attempts to link trade policy and productivity are based on 'X-

efficiency', economies of scale, capacity utilization, increased competition, and technological catch-up.

First, trade liberaization can change the opporunity cost of leisure in such a way that managers

work harder. That is, the return to entrepreneurial effort is increased by exposure to foreign competition,

inducing managers to make an extra efort at eliminating inefficiency. Second, the existence of economies

of scale implies that a widening of the market tirough trade should lead to reductions in real production

costs, mainly in tms of increased demand through exort epansion. The sme argument holds for

increased capacity utilization. Third, in a protected market dominated by several firms, trade reform wil

lead to increased competiton, and hence a reduction of monopolistic inefficiency. Finally, trade reforms

art likely to accelerate the transition to state-of-the-art technologies since domestic producers are more

exposed to foreign competition.

The handful of studies which attempted to quantify the allocative gains from liberal trade policies

found, in general, weak results. However, much grer benefis are likely to emerge from improvements

in productivity. Unforunately, the latter are more difficult to measure and the empirical literature does

not offer definitive evidence on the effect of trade reform on prductivity. Several recen overviews of

the links between trade regimes and productivity gains (rybout 1991, Havrylyshyn 1990, Bhagwati 1988,

Nishimizu and Page 1987) suggest that the evidence is mixed.
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One possible explanation for the lack of conclusive relts may depd on how productivity is

measured. The empirical resear on inusria productvity nas suffered from two major shortcomings.

First, a lae number of studies' wer based on the traditional measure of total factor productivity,

pioneered by SCow (1937). The consistency of this measure depends on the validity of the assumptions

it makes, namely perfect compeion, constant retur to scale, and perfed mobiity of all inputs. Yet,

although the potential biases of the ptoductivity estimates which take place when these aumpons are

violated have long been recognized2, litle was actually done to correct for these erors. Second, even

when the problems of scale ecnomies, quasi-fixed factors, and non-competitive pricing are successflly

dealt with, the problem of agregation remains. Most studies which atempted to esimate productivity

have used maco or sectoral data, implicitly assLuming that a well defined production technology describes

all plants wihin the industry, sector or coutry of analysis. Tybout (1991) points outthat "if technological

nvation takes place through a gradual process of efficient plants displacing inefficient ones, andlor

tirough the diffusion of new knowledge, the approaches to productivity meurement based on

'repesentative plant' behavior are at best misleading. At worst, they fail to cape what is important

about productivity growth altogether, as Nelson (e.g. 1981) has long argued".

In this study, we wM first attempt to get a const estimate of productvity by using idustri

census data and takig into account the heterogeneity acro firms. Second, we will ask the questio

Does trade liberalization actly increase firm-level productivity? In section II, the production model and

estimation techniques will be dhiussed. In section ImI, recen changes in the Moroccwr trade policy will

be reviewed and evaluated. Section IV descibes the estmated TFP. In section V, the estimation rests

of the link between productvit and trade are presented. It,- conclusion is given in secion VI.

'See for example Nishimizu and Robinson (1984) or Krueger and Tuncer (1982).

2See for example Nishimizu (1979) or Kim and Kwon (1977).
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II. SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATION OF A PRODUJETICN MODEL

1. Specification of the production model3

be jrduEZinLtehnoQla: We begin with a stochastic Cobb-Douglas production function:

(1) Y;, = A L,t Kf1 , e

where the subscripts i and t represent the firm and the time period respectively. The industry subscript

has been suppressed. Y is value added, L is labor measured in efficiency units, and K is true capital

stock. A is the average level of Hicks-neutral technical efficiency within an industry. a and jB are scalars

for which the sum represets reus to scale fr each industry. The error term un is assumed to have

free components:

(2) 0-- + t + t

where ga is a fim-specific edffct t reflects firm efficier-y and management skiUls; t, is a tme effect

common to all firms a reflects industry4level chages such as general fluctuat in capacity

utlizadon, techological innvation, and rers to scale; a is a random distance reflecting the

remainig noise across fims and time which represens factors such as .uck, weather conditions, and

unpredictd variation in machine or labor performan.

All error componevts are unobservable to the econometrcian; however, both y; and r, may be

observable to the manags. In this case, they wfll be corrlated with the exogenous variables as will be

w lator. On the other hand, the eo represented by I,, e uncorreae with the exogenous

variables and are assumed to be independeny and identically distributed across firms and tme. In this

3This model is an exesion of Tybout (1990).
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producd n fnction, p will depict the firm-level technical efficiency which we would like to estimate and

will be represented as a fixed or a random variable.

lThe gt&= behv&: Producers are assumed to maximize shot-run profits. However, because

of the stochastic nature of the production process, any given level of inputs will result in an uncertain

level of output, and therefore, in an uncetain profit. The concept of profit maximization becomes

ambiguous due to the presence of the random elements. It is therefore necessary to gear the problem

towards the maximization of exeW profits. However, this will involve the inclusion of the variace

of the production function disturbance (see Zellner, Xmenta, and Dr6ce 1966). In order to avoid carrying

along this extra term, we assume median profit maximization (see Kumbhaker 1987).

Furthermore, we assume that pces (of output, labor, and capital) are either known with certaity

or stically independent of the production function disturbance term. More specifically, witi a short-

run production fiuntion, capital is fixed and labor is variable. It becomes natal to assume that the price

of capital is kown with cerainty since, typically, capital is purchased before it is used in production.

On the other hand, let the expected real wage for labor be related to its actual exSo value for each firm

acrdg to the following equation

The expected short-n profit funcon can now be written as

(4) Er(,= E(Y) - WM, L

= AL7tKt,E(el)-WiE(e) 4

4



By taking the first order condidon of the ma2dia profit, after decomposing the error term u,, iltO

its three componets and assuming digat , and , are observed by mnagrs, we get:

(5) dirW/d, = (alLjY.,e - W,,e' 0

In logaritic terms we have

(6) InL, = Inc + InYt, - InWV - eF* t,

Prom equation 6 it becomvs clear that the demand for labor by the firm not only depends on

outt and wages in the same period, but also on the unforseen random elements in both production and

real wages. By combining the first order condition with the productinn finction, we get the reduced form

for employment

(7) InL = (1-a) '> + Ln + plnK-, - InW,, - ^;- t - eJ

From equation 7, we can see that labor is only affected by the conponents of the production

function's error term that are observed by managers (A and rj) and not by the unobserved component

(h). Therefore, whenever managers have lnowledge about a portion of the production fnction's

disttrbance, the employment decisions will be affected by it. In this case, shaultaneity problems adse and

labor cannot be taken as eoenous in the production fi;ction. However, if managers do ot bave

knowledge of any portion of the production function's random element, equation 7 will be completely

independent of u;, and the simultaneity problem is eliminated.

5



Whether A is observable or not to managers, k 1 represet our icn efficienc estnimat,.

while the s8m of the estmatea and p will represent an Index of rotr to scale.

2. Estimation tchniqus with pae data

Given the nte of our dat (cross-section, time-seies), the empirical estimations for this model

are based on panel data techniques. The use of panel data imprves the efficiency of the econometric

estimates and allows the inoduwon of firm-specfic effects (representing techical efficiency in our

production model) which can be teed as fixed constans or as random variables. Each case is briefly

discssed below4, assuming for the moment that all iputs are exogenous.

lbe fixed effect modd: rTe firnmlevel product'ity A1i assumed to be fixed and can therefore

be tmated as an intercept which varies across fims by ionroducing dummy variables. Asuming for

simplicity tha there are no mspeific effects, we have the foilowing model

te Yh = + 'Y' + t

wheren = 1, ... , N and t = I, ... ,T. Ya is he dependent variable (output) for the l fum at time t,

X is a Kxl vector of K axogenous variables (nputs), y' is a IxK vector of constant parameters, and A

is a lxl scalar constant representing the effc of the variables specific to the 1P firm and invariant over

time'. ITe A, for each i is obained by including I dumny variables which take the value 1 for Ihe

coruesponding I and 0 othaweise. Tbe error term f, represents the effect of the omitted variables that re

4More details can be found in the econometric literature on pane; data (see for example Hsiao, 1986).

'Note that we are using vector notation.
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both dme and crossse0tonal varyng. Assuming th f b iIndependy and identiclly distributed, the

OLS estmator for A Is:

(9)

where t = (Ifl)EiYa and Xi = (ItlrEXb, and ijv is the OLS estimator of -y.

The estimator of y obtained from the fixed-effect model is sometimes called the covariance

estimator or the within-group estimator, because only the variation within each group is utilized in

forming this estimator. It is known from the literature that the covariance estimator icv is unbiased. It

is also consistent when either N or T or bohi tend to infinity. However, the esimator for the intercept

i,, although unbiased, is consistent only when T tends to infinity.

: In the previous section, we treated the firm-specific technology effects

A as fixed constat over time. Altenatively, these firm-specific effects can be treated as random

variables, like th. R is standard in regression analysis to assume =t facts which affect the dependent

variable, but are not explicitly Included as independent variables, can be appropriately summaized by

a random diturace. In the cmse of panel data where some omitted effects vary across te but ar firm-

Inaiant, and otes vary acros firm but are tmeInvriant, i Is natual to assume Ihat the residual ui,

consists of three ndom componens (see equation 2).

Becs the earor tem has several components, this modd is oftn referred to as the error-

componen model. Again, we assume tha r, -0 for dl t. t is cau at the presence of 4 produce a

correlation among residuals of the same crs-sctonal unit, though the residuals from diffnt cross-

secdonal units are independent. Therefore, the least-squares estimate of - (icv) is not efficient, although

7



it is stl unbiased and consistent. In the case of correlated errors, Cue generalized-least-squares (GLS)

estimator is the BLUE estimator.

Given the GLS estimate of y (js), we can recover estimates of the individual cross-sectional

unit's intercept #j from the residuals. Following Schmidt and Sickles (1984), if we define the residuals

as O6 = Yh - X;i, 4.s, we can estimate A by the mean, over time, of the residuals for the individual

cross-sectional unit i

(10) OM A oh

In our production model, this estimate will represent technical efficiency at the firm level in a

random-effect model.

Fixed versus random effects models: How can we decide whether to assume fixed or random

firm-speific effes? lhe OLS estimation, although being more effi.cent than the within estmation when

N is large and T is small, requires the assumption of uncorreladness between the er term A- and the

regressors. If the firm-specific TFP is corTated with input choices, the esmated regression coefficients

will be biased and inconshtL On the other hand, the advantage of the cvmriance model 1s t .t it

protects agaist a specification error caused by such a corlation, but its disadvantage is a loss of

efficienq because of the increased umber of paramets to be esmated. Following Hamn (1978),

we can test the mll hypothesis that no such correlation xists [H. E(AXj) = 0], in order to asse the

approprlaten_ of using a randomeffet model.

8



M. TRADE POLICY IN MOROCCO

Since 1983, the Moroccan govemnment has been pursuing trade liberalization measures, within

the fiamework of the structural reform, aimed at gradually reducing the anti-export bias and rationalking

the incentives to import substitdtion. lhere are basically three major import regimes in Molocco: import

taxes, quantitative restrictions, and reference prices.

The import tariff is the most important taxation instrument for protection from foreign

competition and a significant source of tax revenue. There are five individual taxes on imports: the

customs duty, the specW import tax, the stamp duty, the value added tax, and the excise tax.

Ihe customs duty Is cnsidered the major fiscal instrument of protection and is levied on the c.i.f.

value of the imported goods for domestic use. Prior to the liberaization in 1983, the customs duty was

subject to a wide variation both across and within sectors. In 1988, the maximum rate declined to 45%,

with 26 levels. The customs stamp tax is levied at 10% of the sum of all other import taxes administered

by customs. Although It is applied uniformly, it magnifies the protective effect of both customs dluty and

special import tax. The special import tax (SrI) is a uniform tariff levied on the c.i.f. value of imports.

In 1988, the SIT and the customs stamp tax were replaced by a Fiscal Levy on Imports (Prelevement

Fiscal sur les Importations or PFI), applicable in principle to all Moroccan's imports at the rate of 12.5%

of the c.i.f. value. Contrary to the declining maximum tariff trend observed since 1983, this entailed an

inrse over the sum of the two abolished taxes. Although the intention was to generate additional fiscal

revenue rather dtan to provide protection, in effect it also conferred protection. The authorities proposed

uniformity of rates in order to avoid disaiminatory incentives. However, there are in fact nmerous

exempdons from the PFI (in 1988, over one-fourth of all imports were exempt from the PF).

The value-added tax is levied on the c.i.f. value of imports inclusive of customs duty and the PFI

tax and is neutral in terms of resource allocation. The excise tax is levied by customs at the port of entry

for a limited number of products (primarly petroleum, petroleum products, sugar and beer). These two

9
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taxes cannt be regarded as trade policy instrmes, as they apply regress of the origin -domestic

or foreign- of the goods and do not creat a wedge between domestic produl ,n and imports.

Next, consider the role of quantitave restrictions (QRs). lhey were regarded in the past as the

principal instumen of domestic protection but were significantly reduced following the establishmen of

a generalized control of imports in March 1983. An annmu General Import Program dassifies goods by

tariff line into three lists: goods in list A which can be freely imported without prior authorization, goods

In list B which necessitate a prior authrization to be imported, and goods in list C for which imports are

prohibited except in spe cicmsnc. In 1986, list C has been formally abolished. Moreover, since

1983, products have steadily transferred from list B to list A which represented, in 1988, 81.8% of the

imported products (six-digit CCCN tariff codes) as opposed to 67.6% in 1984 (Table la). Nowadays,

import license for list B goods are almost automatically granted and the authrities consider hat by 1992

list B would also disappe.

Finally, there is the system of reference price which is, in principle, intended as a safeuard

Wainst dumping and unfair trading practices by foreign producers. Reference prices are limited to 367

tariff headings (mainly ceramic tiles, end-of-series and second-hand clothing, used auto-parts). They are

used to alleviate the concerns of domestic producers about the liberalization of QRs. However, there are

questions arising about the reference prices being actualy binding.

Despite the libelization effort, the Moroccan economy is still far from being an open economy.

Simply looking at the share of restricted imports and the average tariff rates is misleading and acully

exaggerates the extent of the liberaization. First, the share of domestic nrodutiaa whose cmpeting

imports are subject to licensing is a more meaninl measue of protection. Indeed, alhough the share

of imports which require an import license (List B) dropped to 12.7% in 1988, 40% of the value of

industrial production is still protected by import licenses. With import subsues (Which are calculated

"World Bank President's Report on Structural Adjustment Lending (1988).
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as the residual of the industri value added after accowunting for the share of exports and non-tradables)

coverig about 55% of the Industrial sector's value added, this implies that over 70% of the import

substtus are still protected by import restrictions'. Second, the average tariff is not an economically

meaningfull indicator of protection since the lowest rates apply to items not produced in Morocco. Indeed,

although the import-weighted average tariff for the flrst six months of 1989 was 13.5%, with more than

half of the imports paying 12.5% or below (Table lb), when weighted by the share in production the

average tariff is above 39%. Finally, referena prices also disguise restrictions and lack transparency.

Ihey tend to be arbitrary and it is diffictlt to determine how restrictive they are in practice.

On the export side, the Temporary Admission scheme (import to re-export) has played an

role in encouraging exports and is, in fact, the fastest growing export category: its imports,

which in 1984 amounted to less ta 10% of total imports, increased to over 25% by 1988. Nonetheless,

the economy's anti-export bias remains. Generous tax exemptions (especially from value-added tax) to

such non-tradable sectors as construction, and price contols in other sectors impede the transfer of

rsources to expo and efficient import-substitution sectors. Moreover, every tariff represants prtection

frm an import-ubsttution activity and a tax on exports. The tariff therefore leads to an anti-export bias.

It should be noted that fiurher liberalization took place after 1989 but does not cover the period

analyzed in this pape.

IV. ESTIMATION OF FIRM-LEVEL PRODUCTIViAY

The empirical analysis of the Moroccan iustr permae during the period of trade

liberalization is based on firm-evel industri survey data collected by the Moroccan Ministry of

Commerce and Industy. The data covr theperiod 1985to 1989. The surveys areexhative and include

all ent ises with 10 or more employees, as wel as enteprises with less than 10 employees which

7See World Bank (1990), Morocco usined nvsme and owth in the
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realized a sales revenue greater than 100,000 dirhams (approximaty US$11,000 at the average 1985-
e

1989 official exchange rate). Descriptive statistics on the Moroccan manufauring sector are provided

in the Appendix.

The multi-factor productivity for each .fim was estimated by assumning a Cobb-Douglas

production technology. The reason behind choosing this functional form lies in the fact that census data

are unlikely to support more intricate forms (Griliches and Ringstad, 1971), and that it provides

maximum flexibility in dealing with data imperfections Crybout, 1990).

Year dummies were included in the estimation to control for macroeconomic shocks. The panel

data consisted of a tota of 15,462 observations which incorporate 5 years and a vaying number of firms

each year (3933 firms appearing at least once each year). A joint regression on all industrial sectors

would be meaningless since each sector uses a different technology, and trefore the production function

parameters cannot be expected to be the same for all industries. For this reason, the production function

was esimated for each industri sector separately, allowing for the parameters to be different across

sectors. Since the concept of productivit also relates to the technology used, and since technology is

different across sectors, productivity in levels Is therefore not comparable across sectors either. In order

to be able to make such a comparison, the deiation of each firm's poductivity level from the

productivity of the most efficient firm (i.e. the firm with the highest prodctivity) within each sector was

calculated and expressed in percentage term:

(11) DTIPP = [PP - maxTFP)J / max(FP

where i refes to the firm and j to the two-digit industry. This variable is thereore going to be less ta

or equal to zero, and the smaller it is (or tX rger in absolute value) the less efficient the firm comed

to the most efficient one. The estmations were generalized to unbalanced panels since we do not obseve
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the same number of firms each year. This ms only in the random-effect model (see Haddad, 1991,

for details). In order to cofrect for simultaneity bias firom the labor input or for measurement eror in the

capital stock, the Instrumental Variables (v) method was used.

ITe results of the production fumction estimation using the fixed-effect model and the IV model

are discussed in the Appendix. The Hausman test rejected the null hypothesis that inputs and technical

efficiency are not correlated', therefore the random-effect modd was not used since It does not improve

on the within estimation.

Table 2 shows the mean of the estimated firm-level productivity for each sector. TFPFE is the

firm-level productivity calculated from the fixed-effect model, MAXTFPFE is the highest TFPFE, and

DTFPFE iS the deviation of TFPFE from MAXTFPFE expressed in percent. Among the industries which

exhibited the least deviation of productivity from their most efficient firm are electronics, which happen

to have the highest share of foreign ownership in equity, and the texile and leather industries, which are

highly export-oriented (see foreign share and export share in Table A 1).

The deviation of firm productivity from the efficiency frotier should be interpreted with caution

since a small dispersion of productivity across firms in an industry does not neceary mean that firms

are at a high level of productivity. This is especily tre if the industry in question enjoys higb levels

of protection from external competition or high barriers to entry due to monopoly power. This might be

the case of the textile industry which has the highest tariff rate of the whole man sector, or the

beverage and tobacco industry which has one of the highest concentation ratio (see CR4 in Table A. 1).

Except for the chemical products and rubber and plastics, the average dispersion of productivity

from the most efficient firm based on the IV model is higher than the one obtained from the fixed-effect

model. For most sectors, the average level of TFP is lower ta the one obtaned from the fixed-effect

model.

MThe nll hypotiesis was rejected for all sectors at the 0.005 significance level.
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V. ESTJMATING THE LINK BETWEEN PRODUCTIVITY AND TRADE POUCES

1. Estimation model

After attmptg to obtain a reliable estimate of to factor productivity, we are now ready to test

the association between trade liberalization and productivity. Tbis is done with the estimation of the

following equaton

(12) DTFP- = fFORS,SFORSH1,PUBSH&,SHERFk-SHEROk,AGE.,AGESQ,

PRODIVbGEODISP ,eMPENETIi,IlPENETSQ,EXSHAREr)

where

i refers to the firm and k refers to the threigit industry,
DTFP=Deviation of firm TFP from efficiency fionter (in %),
FORSH-Foreign share in tot equity at the firm level,
SPORSH=Foreign share in tot equity at the sector level,
PUBSH=Public share in tot equity at the sector level,
SHERF=Heafd index at the Sector level,
SHERFSQ=SHE squared,
AGE=Age of the firm,
AGESQ2AGE squared,
PRODIV= Product diversification index,
GEODISP=Geographic dispersion index,
IMPENET=Imort ptation,
JMPENETSQ=JMPENET squared,
EXSHARE=Firm export shae in total sales.

The esfimations are undertaken at the firm level, with no time series, because the productivity

e _mat obtained above do not vary acoss time. AU explanatory variables are meam across the 1985

to 1989 period, since this is how the dependent vaiable was computed. We use as the dendent variable

dte deviation of firm productivity from the productivity of the most efficient firm wihin eacb sector

expressed in percent. As mentoned earlier, this measure allows for comparability of productiv acms

sectors. The regression can therefore be estimated joindy for all sectors. An altenve way of expressing
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this model is to use the productivity level (TPP) as the dejenden variable (not as a deviation) and to

Include sector dummies in the regression in order to account for differences across sectors.

On the right-hand side, we have foreign share in ownership at the firm level (FORSH) and at the

three-digit industry level (SFORSH). lTe fiormer should show whether firms with high foreign ownership

perform bewer than others, while the later captures any *spillover* effect that might be due to the

existene of foreign firms in the threedigit sector. It is often argued that foreign firms are more

productive and use better technologies than domestic firms, and that the klowledge or new technology

embodied in foreign firms is tnsmitted to domestic firms within the industry. Evidence of this

hypothesis for the Moroccan case would be in the form of a significant positive coefficient on FORSH

and SFORSH. 'he foreip share in ownership is measured as the share of the total equity of the firm

provided by foreigners.

The public share in ownership (PUBSH) is also included as an explanatory variable. The public

sector has played a major role in the n industry since Independence in 1956. Although it is

often aru ths publi entepriss are inefficient compared to private ones, this is not clear, I priori,

in the case of Morocco.

Variables which reflect market structure were added. The Hfind index (SHERF) contros for

market power within the threedigit sector level. In priLkSple, the more concentrad the market (the

higher SHERF), the less competition and hence the lower the productivity. Ihe square of this varilable

(SHERFSQ) was also included to capure any nonlinear rdationship.

The age of the firm (AGE) is eed t be negatively coreated wih productvity as it is

usualy the cae thaten firms grow older their productvity declines. On the other hand, new firms are

not eeed to be the most productive either since it usouly takes a few years for a new firm to

ntand the market and respond correcty to it. In order to capture a possible inverted U

corepondence of the age of the fim with producivity, the squae of the age vaiable was included.
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The product diversification measure (PRODIV) should be negatively correlated with productivity

as we expect fims which do not specialize in production to be less efficient.

Geographic dispersion (GEODISP) captures the geographic concentration of firms. In Morocco,

most of the industries are located in Casablanca. This concentration might put pressure on the availability

of resoures and might crowd out the access of important infrastructure facilities such as various

transportaon modes. On the other hand, if not excessive, geograhical concentration might be beneficial

to efficiency since it concentrates all necesay facilities Into one place. Empirical evidence will tell us

which of these two forces is actaly stronger. Note that geographic dispersion is measured such that the

larger this index, the less the geographic dispersion, and the I,ss the regional power.

Fimally, we get to the trade variables. Unforunately no good measures of the degree of protection

at the sector level were available. lherefore, we had to resort to implicit measures of protection, amely

imp penetaion MPENEI) and export share in tot sales (EXSHARE). Receat economic theory has

often advocad tbat a more open trade would propel productivity. Although this hypothesis has been

teted by a handful of economists at the industry level, very few studies invesgate this relationship at

the firm level, since ths sort of d d data has only recenty started to be available. Do less

restics on import aculy enhace the competti atmosphere in the m sector and hence

crase producvity? Or does the relationship between import penetraton and producvity exhibit an

invrted U shape (see Havrylyshyn, 1990)? On the other hand, is it true that fims which eport more

are more productive because they bce foreign cmeo? All these hypotheses wil be addressed in the

upcoming estDmaons.

In he regression analysis, we wse ftr models which differ by thok defidon of the d e

vaiable. In Modl 1, the dependent variable is the ol fctor prodvity ia devition teim obtined
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from the fixed-effect model where the production function was estimated for each sector (DTFPFE)-.

In Model 2, we use the total factor productivity measure (in deviation terms) estimated from the

Intrumen_al variable model (DTFPIV). In tie latter case, only the sectors which passed the selection

criteria (see Appendix) were included. Finally, in Model 3, the dependent variable is the total factor

productivity (in level) obtained from the fixed-effect model. In this model, sector dummies are added to

the regression to account for differences in technologies. lhese three models will allow us to check

whether the results obtained are sensitive to the TFP measure.

2. Ihe results

The results of the first two models, shown in Table 3, look reasonably similar, which accentates

their robustness. Allowing the production function parameters to vary across sectors as well as firm size

(not shown here), or correcting for meaurement error and simultaneity bias did not change the general

pattern of the results. The only difference between Model 1 and Model 2 is the sign on public share in

ownership and geographic dispersion. These two variables, however, are not significant in Model 2.

For the analysis that foilows, we will therefore concentrate on Model 1, which expli the

deviation in productivity fom the efficienc ftontier, and Model 3, which explains the level of

productvity.

In Model 1, foreign share in ownership, which can also reflect one kind of openness, is positively

related to firm productvity: the higher t is, the lower the deviation from the most efficient firm.

Morover, the positive and significaut coefficient on sectoral foreign investment suggests an overal

smaller deviation from maximum productvity levels In sector with a large forei presence. This result

confirms the spillover hypothesis in whih the prsence of foreig firms brings on more exposure of

'We also used as a dependent variable a measure of tot factor productivity (n deviation tems)
obtaned from the fixed-effet modd where the production was etmated by sector and by firm size.
The results obtained were vir y simila to Model I and ae not reported here.
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domestic firms to new tebnologies, and more incentive to adopt them. In addidon, foreign presence

induces greater competition in tie corresponding industies, forcing inefficient fims to exit the industry.

However, simply because the dispersion of productivity is narrower in sectors with significant foreign

presence does not necessarily imply that overall levels of productivity should be higher in those sectors.

Indeed, the regression in Model 3 which was performed on the level of TFP (not the deviation) reveals

that foreign firms have a higher (and significant) level of productivity, but the presence of foreign firms

in an industry does not cause a higher TFP level for firms in that industry (as can be depicted by the

significant negative coefficient on SFORSH), although it does induce less deviation of firms from the

efficiency frontier. This result indicates that if any productivity spillovers exist, they are negative. One

possible explanation for this negative relationship is that foreign firms are atrcted to sectors with a low

level of productivity, i.e. secrs where freign firms cud exploit their comparative advantage1 .

Firm with a high public share in ownership exhibit less deviation from the efficiency frontier

and a higher level of productivity than firms with a lower share of public investmenL Ihis finding might

indicate that, despite the financal crisis that resulted, the high-investment stra followed by the

government in the early seventies has allowed public fims to reach a larger size (therefore taking beter

advantage of scale economies) and obtain more teological capabilities ompad to new, private fims.

On the other hand, this result might be capt high public equity sectors which are of national

importa (such as phosphate derivaives) and where the goveent usualy aims at reachig maximum

productvity. Finally, note that the prese of public equity has a higher impact on productviy than the

presence of frIgn equity, as depicted by the easticity of each variable.

0For a more exensive study on dynamic eraities from foreign investent in Morocco see
Haddad and Hatrison (forthcoming).
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The devion of productivity fom best-pracice flrst increases then decreases as the age of the

firm icreases. Very young firms and old firms exhibit the widest deviation from the most efficient finm

within the industry. The elasticities with respect to age are, however, quite small.

As the Herfindahl index -which measures concentration or scale effects at the threedigit Industry

level- increases, the dispersion of productivity, as well as the level of productivity, first increases and

then decreases. This might show th for low levels of concentration, firms may not have yet achieved

their economies of scale and therefbre exhibit low productivity levels, while for high levels of

concentration it is the low degree of competition which causes low levels of productivity.

As firms are more geographically concenaed (i.e. as GEODISP increases), they show a greater

deviation from the most efficient firm within a sector (i.e. DTFP decreases) and a lower level of

producivity. Therefore, being more concentated geographically is not increasing the level of competition

but rather is crowding out on the use of limted infastructure and services. As noted earlier, ftis surely

seems the case of Casablanca. In fact, the Government is putting effort into encouraging firms to move

out of the condensed areas. As expected, the less firms specialize in production (the greater the product

diversification) the lower the productivity.

Finally, looking at the trade variables, which we are mainly concerned about, they tum out to

be the most significant of all other explanatory variables in explaining productivity and have the expected

signs as stipulated by our hypotheses above.

A higher share of export in total sales increases the level of productivity of the firn, or

alteratively decrees the gap between the firm's productivity and the efficiency frontier in the

corresponding industry. This confirms the hypothesis dth firms selling in extemal markets are forced to

increase their productivity to stand up to the higb competition found abroad. This is-an important result

considering the effort put by the Moroccan authorities to encourage exports as part of its liberalization

program. It should be noted that the direction of causality between export and productivity is not known.
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Hower, the Sims' causality test used on the same data for Morocco In Haddad, de Mol, and Horton

(forthcoming) shows that an increase in exports causes an increase in productivity and not vice-versa.

Despite the fact that this iS not necessarily a strong test, t gives an idea of the causality.

Although import liberalization was rather limited in Morocco, the results show that import

penaon increases the level of productivity up to a cetain point after which it has a negative efect on

productivity. 1his pattern can be explained by the inverted U-curve hypothesis related to infint industries

which states that limited and selecive protection, or alternatively moderate import peneion, rsay be

successful in enhaning productivity as sheltered markets permit increased economies of scale or capacity

utilization, or both. On the other hand, if import penetation is overwhelming, the domestic infant

industries may not be able to face the competiion and a decline in productivity will take place. This latter

phenomenon finds support from our regression as detected by the negative coefficient on the sque of

import penetration. This negative effect is expected to dampen over time (see Havrylyshyn, 1990) but

the period after the sart of the liberalization is not long enough to capture it.

The empirical evidence on the positive correlation between trade liberalization and productivity,

controlling for market strutr, is qu:te strong. This result has rarely found such a robust support,

especially wien dealing with fim-level data. It suggests, for the Moroccan case, dtat an hicrease in

productvity is generated not only by outwad oreaon (through export promotion) but by import

liberalization as well. Tberefore, given the market strucare in Morocco, the experience of trade

liberalization, which started around 1984 and consisted mainly of reducing the anti-export bias, seems

to have been beneficW to productivity in the m sector. On the one hand, firms with a higher

level of expors, by facing more competition from abroad, have been forced to become more productive.

On the other hand, import penetration also put pressure on dometic fis, driving them to increase their

efficiency or to exit the industry. The results seem to suggest, however, tha a gradual openg of import

is more beneficial for productivity than a shock treatment.
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After assessing the influence of trade openness on firm productivity, we test fot the structural

stability of these conclusions. Are these results the same for protected and non-protected industries? TMe

following section addresses this question.

3. High-protection versus low-protection sectors

Since an explicit measure of protection could not be directwy incorporated in the above model,

it is important to verify whether protected industries behave in the same way as non-protected ones. One

way of checking the difference in behavior between these two categories is to separate the sample into

bigh-protection versus low-protection sectors and estimate the same model for each one separately. We

expect the direction of the effect of trade openness to remain the same for both protected and unprotected

sectors, but the magnitude of this effect to vary across these two categories.

Since tariffs are generally more binding than QRs in Morocco&', we use as a measure of

protection the average tariff level within a two-digit sector for those years where it was available -1984,

1987, and 1988. Taking the median as the dividing point, sectors were categorized as protected or

unprotected (see Table 4).

Ihe estimation results for eah category (protected an unprotected) are shown in Table 4. The

dependent variable is the disjrsion of total factr productvity obtained from the fixed-effect production

model (DTFPPFE). Controlling for market structre, the results on trade variables show litte variation

compared to the previous model where the above potection critea were not used. Indeed, the signs of

the coefficient on import penetaion and export share remain the same In the protected and unprotected

sectors. We will concentae on the analysis of differences in the magitude of the effects of trade

variables on productivity.

'tQRs have been drastically reduced duing the libetaliation period which correponds to our sample.
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The difference in the magnitude of the coefficients on import penetration and export share

between the protected and unprotected sectors, althougb small, is quite revealing. Firms which expt a

larger share of thei: total sales have a higher productivity in the protected sectors than in the unprotected

ones. lhis might be due to the larger disparity, within the protected sectors, between firms which produce

for the domestic market and face little competition, and firms which export and therefore have to adjust

to heavy foreign competition. Moreover, the positive effect of import penetration on productiviy switches

to a negative effect at a lower level of import penetration for protected sectors than for unprotected ones

(the level at which the slope changes from positive to negative is obtained by setting the derivati-e with

respect to import penetration equal to zero). The explanation is straight forward since, although firms in

both sectors do increase ptoductivity when faced witi import competition, firms in protected sectors,

which are usually inant industries, have less 'resistane to competition firms in unprotected

sectors. This cannot but enforce the finding that the liberalization effect is indeed strong and that

proction creates inefficiencies.

Another subtle difference between proteted and unpmoected sectors is depicted in terms of the

offect of breign share in ownership. lhe spiUover effect of foreign investment is higher in the

unprotected sectors than in the protected ones, as shown by the coients on SPORSH. This suggests

that, since protected fms usually have less incentive for being more efficient becse they are shielded

from cxnal competiton, they will be less responsive to ay ansfer in tecology brought about by

foreign-owned firms. Moreover, the coefficient on FORSH is also higher in unprotected sectors than in

protected ones, suggesag tt even foreig-owned firms take advantap of the protcive regime and

eajoy a 'quiet lfWe'.
The Chow test was performed to stisticaUy test whether or not the pameter values aocited

with the protected sectors (based on the tariff cteion only) are the same as those associated with the
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unprotted sectors. The rslts of the Chow test show ta there is ineed a statstical difference in the

behavior of protected sectors compared to unprotected ones.12

VI. CONCLUSION

The effects of trade liberalization on total factor productivity (CMP) in Morocco were estimated

using various measures of firm-level productivity, namely TFP from a fixed-effec model estimaing a

production function by sector, TFP from a fixed-effect model estimting a production function by sector

and firm size (not reported here), and TPP from a difference model using istrumental variables to

correct for simultaneity bias and measurement etror in the ftor inputs within a production function

framework. These different models aimed at geting an accrate estimate of the TFP index. The results

of the regressions linking trade and market structure variables to productivity showed little variation

across different TFP measures. In all cases, we get a strong positive correlation between trade openness,

as measured by export share in sales and import penetation, and firm-level TFP. Moreover, by

separatingthe sample ito protected and unprotected sectors using the average tariff crerion, the results

remained unchanged in terms of the signs of the coefficients of trade vaiables, although a difference in

the magnitude of these coefficients was noticeable across the two categories. We therefore conclude with

reasonable confidence that trade openness has bad a significant positive impact on firm efficiency in the

Moroccan manufacturing sector, this effect being present in all our models in a robust manner.

U'he F-staic that we obtained with degrees of freedom (12 , 3905) is 5.42, faling above the
critical value of 1.75.
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APPENDIX

1. Data

lhe production function esdmations required data on value added, capital, and labor. Value added

was used instead of total output because of the unavaiability of intermediate inputi. in the Moroccan data

set. The firm-level value added was deflated by an industry-specific (at the two-digit level) price index,

with 1985 as the base year.

Information on labor provided by the annual Moroccan surveys included only the number of

employees for each firm. This, however, is not a very nmengfil measure of labor input because it does

not take into consideration the heterogeneity among different types of workers and implicidy assumes dta

al workers are equivalent. Since no iformation was provided in the surveys on the skill level of the

workers employed, the only way of aing into account the heterogeneity of labor was to express the

work force actually used by a firm in terms of simple eficiency units, the unit of measurement (or the

mesuring rod) being the minimum wage. Labor input measured in efficiency units is simply calculated

as the wage bill of each fim divided by the minimum wage prevailing in the Moroccan manufac

industries. This of couse implicitly assumes that wage is a good proxy for producvity and skill, an

assumption which usually holds if the labor market is competitive. Despite some rigidities in the

Moroccan labor market, this assumption seems reasonable for the case of Morocco.

The ideal capital input measure should be in tems of flows. This, however, is not measurable

and only capital stock can be obtained. A capital stock measure was available ondy in 1988 as the total

asets in equipment goods owned by the firm. The 1988 capital stock was expressed in constant 1985

prices using a wholesale price deflator, and the perpetual inventory method was used to build the capital

stock (in 1985 prices) forward and backward for the other yeas in the sample. Unforaunely, firms

which were not included in the 1988 survey had to be excluded from the estimations since no capital

stock benchmark was available for them. At least two major problems arise with this variable: it reflects
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book-value of capital and it does not include rented capital stocjc. Our measure of capital stock is

therefore a very crude proxy of the true capital. An attenpt was made later to correct for this

measurement error In the estimations.

2. Descriptive Statistics of the Moroccan Industrial Sector

Table A.1 provides descriptive statistics about the Moroccan industrial sector in 1987. In terms

of the number of firms (column 1) and the number of labor (column 2), the largest sectors are food

products and textiles. However, in terms of the share in manufacn revenue (column 8), the chemical

products sector emerges as a major sector besides tha other two. This is fully understandable given the

importance of phosphate in Morocco. Output per worker (column 6) is highest in relatively capital-

intensive (see the capital-output ratio in column 5) sectors such as basic metal and chemical products.

Capacity utilization (column 17), defined as the ratio of actua output to feasible outut, is lowest in

teile and precision equipment and highest in food products.

Cocentration is measured in two ways. The first is concentaion in terms of the share of output

produced by the four largest firms, CR4 (column 9), and the second is in terms of the share of output

produced in different regions meured by the geographic concentration index (column 16). The two

industries where a large portion of total oput is produced by few fims are beverage and tobacco and

basic metal, both being related by the governet, while the most geographically scatered industry,

as shown by the low geogrphic dispersion index, is food products.

Ihe public share in ownership (column 13) iS the highest in industries of national importance,

basic metal and chemical products, while the foreign dsae in ownership (column 12) is the largest in the

sector which reqe perhaps the most advanced technology, electronics.

By far, the most export-oriented sector is clothing which sels over 80 percent of its output abroad

(column 11). The other sectos which export a relatively high share of their sales are chemical products,
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which include the derivative of phosphate, and leather and shoes. As expected, mport penetraon

(column 14) is high in intmediates and cVital-good producing sectors. Except for beverage and tobacc,

these are also the most concenaed sectors as shown by CR4.

What emerges from this brief glance at the firm-level census data is a structure of production and

trade typically found among semi-industrial countries that have largely pursued an import-substitution

industization strategy. The concentation in production is haractwistic of countries at that stage of

development where the small size of domestic markets nauraly leads to a fairly concentrated structure

of production. The revealed pattern of comparative advantage is one of a narfow export base in labor-

inensive activities, mostly textiles.

3. Empirical Eimation of the Poduction Function

-ne fixgd-.Cg Mgd: IThe estimation results are shown in Table A.2. Me overall fit of the

fixed-effect model seems quite reasonable as reflected by the adjusted RW. In general, the esdmated output

elasicities with respect to labor are much higher and much more signficamt than the estimated oupu

easticities with respect to capital. More specifically, all labor elasticities are postive and significaxt at

the 0.05 level while capital asticities are negative in ur idtries and significant at the 0.05 level for

only findustries, and at the 0.10 level for another indstry. One reason behind these resuts is the

problem of measem error in capital stock which biases the coefficient on capital downwad.

Ihe time dummies, which are mostly significant and positive, show a genes a ineing tend

tat reflects an overall better perfman across yeas. Howeve, a steady decline relative to 1985 is

observed in cetain industries, such as beverage and tobacco, ansport material, chemical prducts, and

Me fixed-effect model was also simate& by industry and by firm size (ae vs small fim). The
reslts indicate hat in general there is no major difference in the coefficients estimated acrs size.
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nubber and plaseic. t is ineresng to noe t most of these sedors have a relatively high public share

in ownersibp.

What about rers to scale? Concptully, two forces come into operation when a1 inputs are,

for example, doubled. Fist, a doubling of scale permits a greater division of labor, and hence there is

some presumption that efficiency mig increase -production might more than double. Second, doubling

of the input also entails some loss in efficiency, becase managerial overseeing may become more

difficult. Which of these two tendencies will have a greater effect is an important empirical question. In

the case of Morocco, the esimated returns to scale exhibit a decreasing rate for all but two industries.

Ihe hypothesis of constant retuns to scale is therefore not supported by the fixed-effect model.

Correcting Lfr m r mn and simultanet bias: Two sources of bias in the previous

estitions are dealt with. Tese are meurement rror in capitl stock and simultaneity bias in labor

input The bias from the masument error in capial stock will underestimate the coefficient on that

input. On the other hand, the simultaneity bias in labor, which might be due either to the fac tha labor

decisions are made at the same time as outu decisions or to the fact that firm managers do observe part

of the random error in the production function, will ovrestmate the coefficient on this input. Indeed,

if labor is endogenous then an increase in the distubance of the production function will increase value

added. This in tun increases labor. Thus the disbance of the production function and the regressor are

positively correlated. An increase in the disturbance term, directly implying an increase in value added,

is accompanied by an increae in labor, also implying an increase in value added. When simaing the

influence of labor on value added, however, the OLS technique atributes both of thaese increases in value

added (nstead of just the latter) to the accompanying increase in labor. This implies that the OLS esdmate

of the labor elasticity is biased upward, even asymptotically.
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In order to correct for simtneity bias In the labor input, we have fit In Section I a

simultaneous-1quation model where the first equation is the production function and the second equation

is a reduced form for labor demand (capital being assumed exogenous). This model could have been

esmated using two-stage least squres. However, another way of tackling the problem which allows for

more flexibility is to use instrumental variables to esmate the labor demand using a wider variety of

instruments, instead of being limited to the predetermined variAhles of the model (which is in essence

what two-stage least squares does).

The instrumental variables () method can also be used to correct for the meaurement error in

capital stock. Moreover, if there is simulteity biaw in the capital stock, it will be taken care of at the

same dme. Thus, the IV method will correct for any siuation in which a regressor is contemporaneously

corrated with the disrbance term, whether it is measurement error or simultaneity bias.

The major problem with the Instment variables tehnique is to find "good" intument, i.e.

variables that are highly cofrelated with the independent variable with which it is associated, but

uncorrelated with the disurbance. Morover, it is extremely difficult to instument the deviation of a

vaiable from its mean, concqtally and in terms of ffnding relant instruments. An easier way to taclde

the problem is to esmate the production funcuion in diferen instead of in deviatons from the

mean". This approach bas a more palpable intprettion since it reflects growth rates in the variables

(see Tybout and Westbrook, 1991). The difference between the last year of the sample (1989) and the

firs year (1985) was used. The insments to be chosen should not be correlated with any demand or

productivity shocks in those two years, but should be orlated with labor and capital.

141 am indebted to Jim Tybout for this suggestion.
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In the difference estimation, the capital stock variable was slightly modified. It was actually the

utiized capital stock that was used, which i the capacity utilization rate'5 times the original capital

stock. It was possible to correct for the utilization of capital in the difference estimation because the

utilization rate was only avaiable for 1984, 1987, and 1989. The capital stock of 1985 was adjusted by

the average uilization rate of 1984 and 1987, while the capital stock of 1989 was adjusted by the

utilization rate of the same year. This Is a much better measure of capital input since it reduces the bias

on the capital stock esimated coefficient (see Kim and Kwon, 1977) and therefore also reduces the bias

on the estimated TFP.

The following instruments were selected for the growth in labor and capital stock between 1985

and 1989: 1) lagged valued of labor input since it is correlated with labor as well as capital but it is not

contemporaneusly correlated with the error term. The lagged value of capital, however, cannot be used

since it also Incorporates measurement error; 2) equity and financial cost, under the assumption that the

firms borrowing should be correlated with the ability to expand inputs but are predetermined; 3) average

capacity utilization (used to correct the capital input variable in the difference estimation) since they are

correlatd with the capital input we are tying to instrument without being correlated with the noise in

capital due to measurement error; 4) total surface-area of the firm and real expenditures on heat and

transportation, these being correlated with input decisions but independent of any demand or productivity

shocks affectng the firm; 5) foreign share and public share in ownership, since they determine the

amount of iabor and capital used In a firm; 6) wage ree since fims decisions to use labor and capital

depend on the wage rate but the latter is not correlated with output

Due to the fact that the variables in the differen production fnction are taken as the growth

rme between two years, the sample size is dramatically reduced. Industries with a very smal number of

OThe rate of capacity utilization is the ratio of realized output to feasible output, the latter being
defind as the mamum output that can be produced given the available inputs of the firm.
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obsevaions or with implausible or Insignificant results were eliminated. Nhe following criteria were used

for elimination: any sector with less than 25 observations or any sector with an R2 less than 0.1 was

removed.

lhe results of the IV estimation are presented in Table A.3. We detect an increase in the

coefficient of capital stock in half of the sectors analyzed, but also an increase in the coefficient of labor

for most industries. Two industries, mineral products and machinery and equipment, have a negative but

insignificant coefficient on capital stock. Overall, the reurns to scale are higher than in the pure fixed-

effe model.
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Table 1a: Import coverage (1984-1988)

(in percent)

Tariff ositions ImDor value

1984 1986 1988 1984 1986 1988

Ust A 67.6 66.7 81.8 84.2 86.3 87.3

Ust B 3f.8 33.3 18.7 17.5 13.7 12.7

Ust C 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Sbx-digit CCCN tariff code

Source: World Bank-UNDP (1990), 'Morocco 2000: An Open and Compeitive Economy,

Table Ib: Selected customs duties paid by Imports

(January-June 1989)

Proonoron of imDos Tariff rate (%)

8.6 0.0
32.2 2.5
16.9 12.5
13.3 17.5

.5 22.5
7.6 45.0

Import-weighted average tariff - 13.5%
Production-weighted average tariff = 39%

Source: World Bank (1990), 'Sustained Invetmnt and Growth In the Nineties



Table 2: Productivity Indicators

(average)

SECTOR Firm TFPFE MAXTFPFE DTFPFE TFPIV MAXTFPIV DTFPIV

10 FOOD PRODUCTS 721 3.052 6.321 -0.426 2.362 5.246 -0.550
11 OTHER FOOD PRODUCTS 332 4.307 6.852 -0.371 3.045 5.127 -0.406
12 BEVERAGE & TOBACCO 30 4.919 7.401 -0.335
13 TEXTILE 370 3.580 5.460 -0.344 2.452 4.269 -0.425
14 CLOTHING 504 3.382 5.176 -0.346 2.565 4.278 -0.400
15 LEATHER & SHOES 202 3.323 4.922 -0.325 2.417 3.827 -0.368
16 WOOD PRODUCTS 147 8.607 3.245 -0.378
17 PAPER & PRINTING 276 3.245 5.218 -0.378 1.974 3.574 -0.448
18 MINERAL PRODUCTS 242 3.673 6.104 -0.398 4.540 7.794 -0.417
19 BASIC METAL 11 3.004 4.879 -0.384
20 METALUC PRODUCTS 258 3.724 5.708 -0.348 4.167 6.385 -0.347
21 MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT 194 3.058 4.483 -0.318 3.185 4.577 -0.304
22 TRANSPORT MATERIALS 92 3.763 5.723 -0.342 -0.376 2.497 -1.150
23 ELECTRONICS 101 3.900 5.426 -0.281
24 PRECISION EQUIPMENT 21 0.613 2.568 -0.761
25 CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 228 3.875 6.075 -0.362 3.854 5.737 -0.328
26 RUBBER & PLASTICS 177 2.410 5.504 -0.562 3.431 6.514 -0.473
27 OTHER INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 27 2.635 5.372 -0.509

Note: TFPFE Is total factor productivity calculated from the fixed-effect model.
TFPIV is total factor productivity calculated from the IV estimation on the difference model.
MAXTFPFE and MAXTFPIV are the maximum value of TFPFE and TFPIV respectively within each sector.
DTFPFE Is the percentage deviation of firm-level TFPFE fror.i MAXTFPFE.
DTFPIV is the percentage deviation of firm-level TFPIV from MAXTFPIV.
'Firm' is the number of firms appearing at least once between 1985 and 1989.
Some sectors are omItted from the IV estimation (see Appendix).



Table 3: Estimation of the effect of trade and market tructure variables on TFP

(parameter estimates)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Dependent var. Dependent var. Dependent var.

DTFPFE DTFPIV TFPFE

tndeoendent variables
Intercept -0.177(0.066)- -0.316(0.120)' n.a.

FORSH 0.022(0.008)- 0.011(0.014) 0.177(0.039)'

SFORSH 0.114(0.020)- 0.148(0.038)- -0.328(0.126)-

PUBSH 0.163(0.019)' -0.015(0.036) 0.976(0.098)-

SHERF 0.346(0.048)* 0.021(0.096) 1.710(0.279)'

SHERFSQ -0.282(0.072)* -0.176(0.160) -1.050(0.396)*

AGE 0.003(0.000)' 0.001(0.001) 0.016(0.002)'

AGESQ -0.000(0.000)' -0.000(0.000) -0.000(0.000)*

PRODIV -0.304(0.06B)^ -0.199(0.119)'* -1.807(0.329)^

GEODISP -0.069(0.017)' 0.015(0.032) -0.143(0.108)

IMPENET 0.274(0.026)' 0.303(0.047)' 0.503(0.199)-

IMPENETSQ -0.399(0.035)' -0.404(0.068)' -0.934(0.238)*

EXSHARE 0.092(0.006)* 0.061(0.011)' 0.381(0.038)'

SECTOR DUMMIES n.a. n.a. included
Adjusted R2 0.18 0.03 0.48
Standard error 0.01 0.04 0.33
F-sttistic 72.54 10.50 4856
N 3931 3593 3931

Note: DTFPFE is the deviation of TFP from the efficiency frontier (fixed-effect model).
DTFPIV is the deviation of TFP from the efficiency frontier (IV model).
TFPFE is the level of firm TFP obtained from the fixed-effect model.
In Model 3, sector dummies are included in the estimation but are not reported here.
*implies significance at the 0.05 level; **implies significance at the 0.10 level.



Table 4: Estimation of the effect of trade and market structure on TFP
(protected sectors vs unprotected sectors)

Drotected sectors unprotected sectors

Independent variables
Intercept -0.161(0.079)- -0.232(0.120)"

FORSH 0.020(0.009)* 0.029(0.016)--

SFORSH 0.062(0.027)- 0.094(0.040)-

PUBSH 0.141(0.022)- 0.216(0.040)'

SHERF 0.381(0.067)' 0.375(0.082)-

SHERFSQ -0.227(O.125)*b -0.431(0.113)'

AGE 0.003(0.000)- 0.003(0.001)-

AGESQ -0.000(0.000)' -0.000(0.000)" 

PRODIV -0.297(0.079)- -0.283(0.119)b

GEODISP -0.119(0.022)- -0.022(0.033)

IMPENET 0.181(0.034)' 0.382(0.054)'

IMPENETSQ -0.289(0.052)* -0.539(0.062)'

EXSHARE 0.099(0.007)' 0.096(0.018)'

Adjusted R2 0.18 0.19
Standard error 0.01 0.02
F-statistic 72.54 21.89
N 3931 1090

Note: The dependent variable Is DTFPFE.
The protection criterion is based on the average tariff.
The protected sectors are: 10,11,12,13,14,16,17, 20, 26, 27.
bImplies signfficance at the 0.05 level; I implies significance at the 0.10 level.



Table A.1: The Moroccan manufacturing sector In 1987

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ( (5) (9) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
Price- Reve- ImportSECTOR N L VA Lcost i( Q cost nue CR4 ExportS Foreign Public pene- Tariff Geographic CU0 VA 0 L margin share Sales share share tration disperslon

10 FOOD PRODUCTS 899 25103 18.9 385 33.1 38793 116.0 12.8 26 1.5 5.1 38.3 4.0 31.3 0:11 6011 OTHER FOOD PRODUCTS 422 51293 21.3 37.0 19.3 20941 46.6 14.8 27 24.0 12.0 23.6 11.8 30.6 0.21 4112 BEVERAGE &TOBACCO 33 9807 72.4 9.9 21.3 50182 11.8 6.7 78 1.2 15.2 14.6 7.7 39.1 0.51 4313 TEXiLE 464 55778 31.1 44.7 35.3 13108 58.5 9.6 16 31.7 11.6 12.0 37.5 35.3 0.15 2514 CLOTHING 473 43718 30.1 55.1 13.8 7145 11.2 4.2 18 84.0 20.2 4.5 3.4 44.2 0.20 4715 LEATHER & SHiOES 248 13363 28.8 55.2 38.5 11724 9.7 2.1 23 . 41.6 16.5 1.8 21.3 21.8 0.30 4316 WOOD PRODUCTS 194 10188 31.2 47.1 19.4 14930 19.7 2.1 38 20.6 14.2 0.0 42.1 29.4 0.19 3817 PAPER & PRIING 336 11967 30.1 37.9 36.4 26467 69.2 5.0 47 11.2 22.4 17.3 17.4 37.0 0.16 6018 MINERAL PRODUCTS 305 25538 45.4 30.0 70.4 16421 84.8 6.5 31 1.3 22.0 22.6 8.7 28.1 0.13 6019 BASIC METAL 26 2870 34.3 13.0 54.3 75631 4.2 3.2 81 14.9 3.5 83.9 53.1 9.1 0.57 5820 METALUC PRODUCTS 328 16196 27.4 46.9 18.0 20383 49.4 4.6 25 1.2 19.7 6.8 17.6 31.5 0.29 4121 MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT 202 6565 41.0 4.2 21.2 16061 28.4 2.2 50 0.1 20.8 5.0 66.2 17.2 0.20 3422 TRANSPORT MATERIALS 99 7654 32.9 37.9 17.0 29663 15.1 3.6 60 8.6 25.5 17.9 51.6 23.8 0.48 4723 ELECTRONICS 110 9969 36.5 4.6 23.7 20691 20.1 3.0 35 11.1 27.7 10.3 43.2 25.9 0.30 5424 PRECISION EQUIPMENT 22 868 43.5 43.3 31.1 13634 5.9 0.2 45 3.8 17.6 0.0 83.5 28.6 0.16 182S CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 241 22284 189 38.8 48.7 55529 63.6 16.7 52 36.4 10.1 70.8 30.2 20.6 0.28 3926 RUSBER&PLASCS 195 8100 31.7 41.0 261 23129 22.9 2.5 45 5.4 12.1 1.9 22.4 28.6 0.65 . 5227 OTHER INDUStRIAL PRODUCTS 26 436 43.1 6Z4 14.0 7618 -8.0 0.0 52 9.9 22.7 0.0 87.1 37.6 0.41 64

Note: Nanumber of frms; I-labor, VA=value added; KMcapltal stock; 0-production; CU-capacity utilization.
CR4 Is the oncentratin ratio of the four laget firms In the Industry.
Variables are In thwoands of dirhams whe relevant.



Table A.2: Production function estimation (fixed-effect model)

(parameter estimates)

SECTOR In(L) In(K Des 087 D88 Dee RTS Adj.R' SLDev. F-stat N FRn

10 FOOD PROUCTS 0.787(0.020)' 0.0680.03"** 0.063(0029" 0.0(0.028)' 0.173(0.02) 0.082(0.027)- 0.652 0.82 0.20 46.93 2670 703
11 OTHER FOOD PRODUCTS 0o641(0.021)' 0.081(0.040) 0.066(0.020)* 0.147(0.02o* 0.171(0.027)- 0,211(0.027)* 0.672 0.91 0.30 37.60 1285 324
12 BEVERAGE & TOBACCO 0.893(0.020)' -0.130(0.03) -0.003(0.028) -0.021(0.027) -0.000(0.027)- -0.185(0.027) 0.763 0.97 0.18 140.03 138 30
13 TEXTILE 0.704(0.021)' 0.081(0.040)' 0.101(0.029)' 0.165(0.028)' 0.202(0.028)' 0.242(0.028' 0.785 0.63 0.25 49.06 1SS1 402
14 CLOTHING 0.813(0.021)' -0.014(0.041) 0.058(0.030)"- 0.108(0.029) 0.096(0.028' 0.267(0.028)- O.78 0.03 0.20 44.6 1616 492
1s LEATHER & SHOES 0.872(0.021)' -0.067(0.040) 0.1S6(0.026)- 0.131(oo28)- 0.082(0.027) 0.073(0.026)- 0.815 0.93 0.24 61.27 773 192
16 WOOD PRODUCTS o.702(0.021)' -0.06O(0.040) -0.046(0.029) -0.032(0.028) -0.0W050.027)' -0.06(0.027)- 0.697 0.91 0.34 38.21 S99 149
17 PAPER & PRINTING 0.772(0.020)* 0.0340.04) 0.126(0.0289) 0.129(0.026)- 0.008(0.027) 0.002(0.027) 0.8 0.95 0.16 78.15 1183 276
18 MINERAL PRODUCTS 0.753(0.021)- 0.082(0.039) 0.131(0.029)' 0.144(0.021)- 0200.027)' 0.327(0.027)* 0.75 0.96 0.18 80.56 977 243
19 BASIC METAL 0.783(0.022)* 0.0600.048) 0.19(0.032 0.295(O.031) 0.013(0.030) 0.1800.030)' 0.9 0.95 0.23 46.1 74 20
20 METALLIC PRODUCTS 0.701(0.021)* 0.042(0.041) 0.063(0.030)- 0.065(0.029)" 0.128(0.026)- 0.111(0.028)' 0.743 0.91 0.25 37.04 1044 284
21 MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT 0.850(0.021)' 0.023(0.040) -0.081(0.030)' -0.0(0.029)' 0.117(0.8)' 0.0690.028)' 0.876 0.91 0.23 37.07 69 185
22 TRANSPORT MATERIALS 0.702(0.021)* 0.00(00 0.08(0.02) -0.008(0.028) -0.060.028)' -. 057(0.028)' 0.708 0.07 0.16 t12.70 229 82
23 ELECTRONICS 0.68(0.021)* 0.006(0.040) 0.102(0.030) 0.2g4(0.09 0.122(0.029)' 0.104(0.028)- 0.60 0.94 0.10 6.37 34? O5
24 PRECISION EOUIPMENT 1.181(0.021)' 0.3040.041)' -0.010(0.030) 0.030(0.029) 0.099(0.028) 0.100(0.028)' 1.485 0.03 0.11 34.86 75 21
28 CHEMICAL PRWDUTS 0.618(0.021)' 0.060.040) 0.013(0.029) 0.071(0.028)- -0.024(0.028) -0.092(0.028)' 0.682 0.96 0.22 94.02 82 216
26 RUBBER & PLATICS 0.745(0.021)- 0.212(0.040)' -0.194(0.029 -0.057(0.028)' -0.086(0.028)- -0.127(0.028)' 0.067 0.89 0.29 30.01 024 101
27 OTHER INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 0.982(0.022)' 0.035(O.041) 0.088(0.030)- 0.238(0.029)' 0.306(0.029)* 0.442(0.029)' 1.017 0.95 0.12 81.77 86 23

Note: Dependent vbable IsIM,(): Standad errors In paren es.
'Firm' Is fe number of firms appeaing at least once bemoen 1985 and 198k N Is the number of observatIons.
086-089 are Ume dummies (omIed yr Is 1086; RTS Is retums to scale.
*Imples dpig0fln at the 0.06 level .' Implies stlnienee at te 0.10 level.



Table A.3: Production function estmation (Instrumental-varIables estimation on a difference model)

(parameter estimates)

SECTOR Intercept In(L89)4ln(L8) In(K89)-4n(K85) RTS Adj.R2 St.Dev. F-stat. N

10 FOOD PRODUCTS 0.123(0.088) 1.113(0.268)^ 0.033(0.117) 1.146 0.16 0.69 9.80 93
11 OTHER FOOD PRODUCTS -0.037(0.101) 0.643(0.194)4 0.201(0.097)^ 0.844 0.15 0.70 11.10 110
12 BEVERAGE & TOBACCO
13 TEXTILE 0.187(0.073)* 0.824(0.144)' 0.165(0.108) 0.989 0.20 0.61 22.18 166
14 CLOTHING 0.089(0.083) 0.723(0.080)^ 0.190(0.078)- 0.913 0.49 0.35 49.55 101
15 LEATHER & SHOES 0.081(0.109) 1.016(0.145)' 0.039(0.103) 1.055 0.52 0.44 28.61 51
16 WOOD PRODUCTS
17 PAPER & PRINTING -0.059(0.064) 1.187(0.176)- 0.024(0.052) 1.211 0.32 0.37 25.15 101
18 MINERAL PRODUCTS 0.036(0.089)^ 0.779(0.195); -0.119(0.103) 0.660 0.20 0.44 9.55 69
19 BASIC METAL
20 METALLIC PRODUCTS -0.003(0.074) 0.560(0.129)' 0.052(0.097) 0.612 0.15 0.52 10.82 109
21 MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT 0.034(0.107) 0.871(0.176)' -0.018(0.017) 0.853 0.26 0.73 12.64 66
22 TRANSPORT MATERIALS -0.204(0.145) 1.621(0.285)' 0.101(0.151) 1.722 0.56 0.43 18.01 27
23 ELECTRONICS
24 PRECISION EQUIPMENT
25 CHEMICAL PRODUCTS -0.057(0.094) 0.723(0.168)- 0.014(0.079) 0.737 0.17 0.59 9.51. 81
26 RUBBER & PLASTICS -0.100(0.130) 0.825(0.242)- 0.012(0.118) 0.837 0.13 0.68 5.83 63
27 OTHER INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

Note: Dependent variable is In(Y89)-ln(Y85); Standard errors in parentheses.
* implies significance at the 0.05 level; ** implies significance at the 0.10 level.
Sectors with R-squared less than 0.1 or with less than 25 observations are omitted.
The capital stock varable Is adjusted for the utilization rate.


